Self Help Group Programme

In the year 2009 - 2010 with people support the organization (Rajasthan Samagra Kalyan Sansthan) had formed self help groups in the villages of panchayat samiti of pisangan, jawaja, shrinagar, masuda, and bhinai of ajmer district. The groups were formed of schedule caste and schedule tribes and below poverty line families. These groups were made understand about the loans, savings and subsidy schemes provided by the government which assist the groups to develop their financial abilities to perform this program following activities were undertaken.

1. Village contact expedition
2. People contact
3. Nukkad Natak
4. Poster & banner

MADA & SADA – Tribal Development Programme

With the support of Jila Parishad, Gramin Vikas Prakoshth the organization had organized MADA & SADA tribal development program in the panchayat samities of bhinay
masuda, pisangan, silora, kekri, arian and jawaja. In this self help groups were formed of Bhil, Meena and adivasi tribal communities.

During this program isolated tribes and BPL families were provided trainings for their self employment which may assist them in economic and skill development to lead their self dependent life. In MADA tribal development program following trainings were provided.

1. **Stitching:** - with the support of liloa parishad, Gramin Vikas Prakosth the organization had organized stitching Training program in the panchayat smities of Bhinay and Jawaja. In this Self Help Groups were formed of BPL Families and SHG’s women. This Training program is providing their self employment.

2. **Electric Wiring:** - with the support of jila Prishad, Gramin Vikas Prakosth the organization had organized Electric Wiring Training program in the panchayat samities of Peesangan.
3. Embroidery: With the support of Jila parishae, Gramin vikas prakosth the organization had organized Embroidery Training program in the panchayat samities of Jawaja and Shrinagar.

4. Building Construction Work: With the support of jila parishad, Gramin vikas Prakosth the organization had organized building construction work training program in the panchayat samities of peesangan. This training are proved self employed. And the training could develop the village and rural people benefit the government plans.

5. Cycle Repairing: With the support of Jila parishad, Gramin Vikas prakosth the organization had organized cycle repairing training program in the panchayat samiti of Bhinay, Masuda and peesangan. The training they had self-employed. After receiving training they run own business and their skills and economic development could be.
6. painting & white washing through machine spray:- With the support of Jila Parishad, Gramin vikas prakosth the organization had organized painting & white washing through machine spray training program in the panchayat samities of, silora, Kekri, arain and jawaja.

3. Animal Husbandry training Programme

The organization with people support hold provided training on Animal Husbandry. The training was organized in villages of panchayat samiti of shrinagar & masuda of ajmer district. During the training Vet nary Doctor made aware people about animal diseases and their treatment governmental schemes related to animal husbandry, etc. This livestock development may lead to income generation and skill development the following activities were undertaken during the program

1. Village contact expedition
2. People contact
3. Nukkad Natak
4. Poster & banner
5. **Organic Manure Training Programme**

With people support the organization had organized training programme on formation of organic manure. In this Jawaja panchayat samiti village people were trained. During the training benefits and usage of organic manure were made known to trainees. They were also made aware regarding the government schemes so that they may upgrade their skill and income.

6. **Agriculture Related Training Programme**

Village of bhinay panchayat samiti of Ajmer district were covered under this program by the organization. In this training the villagers were made aware about high breed seeds & crops, how to get greater yield with less irrigation and earn good income people were also made aware about agriculture & irrigation schemes. To organize this training following activities were performed.
7. Environment Development Program

The organization with people support of pisangan panchayat samiti villages had organized environment development program. In this we have made aware about how to harvest rainwater, to stop environmental pollution and the problems and harm related to pollution. Govt. Scheme.

8. Organic Farming Training Program

In 2009-10 organization was organized organic farming training program and planted 500 trees of various varieties including 150 amla, neem, alovera, wheat grass etc. to create a mini forest. In 2007-08 by the jointly support of people and Sathi Foundation, New Delhi. Approx 250 members are beneficiary. Man and his environment are interdependent. Any change in the surrounding environment directly affects the people
living therein. A degraded environment results in a degraded quality of life for the people. This program is reduce poverty and improve the standard of living of the people must be aimed at improving the environment they live in.

9. Plantation Program

In the Year 2009-10 organization was organized Plantation program in the village of Kebaniya and Nagola Block of Bhinay Dist. – Ajmer. Organization have more than 5000 trees of various of varieties including ashok, neem, etc by the people support. We are also aware the villagers that only planting the trees is not enough because, planted trees may be destroyed by animal or otherwise of may die for regular service of water. We should be particular about the after care of the planted trees. We should be very careful about the newly – planted trees. Plantation program is help to reduce global warming and help to change the climate.

10. Livelihood development of Natural Resource:

In the Year 2009-10 Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan was organized livelihood development of Natural Resources. Livelihood development programs were designed to help improve the quality of life for marginalized people by providing natural resource with access to health care, livelihood opportunity and protection, thereby gining them hope to constructively contribute to their communities:-
Vermin compost training program was started on 17th October 2009 and continued till mid of November where the 15 SHG of Peesangan Block participated in this training. The training program was jointly organized by Rud Sethi and DRDA Ajmer. Agriculture scientist took 17 sessions of two hours each to teach the production process of vermin compost, vermin wash and bio-pesticides. The compost can be directly used by the farmers of the village in place of chemical fertilizers, thereby reducing cost and health hazards.

B. Organic Juice: -
Our Organization believes that “Health is Wealth” and we should remain fit and away from all disease. We are fortunate that the nature has given us a lot which can help in remain healthy we provide such natural juices which make the body strong and well build. If any patient takes them he is cured and imaging, it a healthy person takes is how strong he can become. No disease will come near him. In this program we add natural and healthy drinks there are: - Amla, alovera, wheatgrass, bottlegourd, bittermelon, tomato, etc.

Our juice drinks are a delicious and healthy alternative to soft drinks or fast food. Our drinks stands apart in taste and quality providing the consumer with a good mouth feel and making him realize what fruit pleasure tastes.

C. Leaf Plates making: -

In the year 2009-10 Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan was organized Leaf Plates making Program by the people support in the village of BadaKheda & Tandgarh, Block Jawaja, Dist. Ajmer (Raj.) Month of April to May and 68 members are participate in this program and uplift their economic and skill development. Field staff of organization imparted the
training on stitching of leaves, pressing and packing of leaf plated and cups, the organization was trained the participants on stitching, pressing and packing of the products. The participants and requested them to take ahead the work with interest and enthusiasm.

**D. Candle Making Program: -**

In the year 2009-10 Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan, Ajmer was organized the candle making program with the people support in the village of badgaon and kebaniya block of Bhinay Dist. Ajmer (Raj.) under went and skill up gradation training on “Candle Making” on 15th and 16th September 2009. trained the members on production of finished candle products. He pointed out the mistakes being done while boiling the wax, mixing chemicals and colors and explained the precautions to be taken in the whole process of candle making.
11. Jeevan Madhur Micro Bima Programme

The organization with the support of Bhartiya Jeevan Bima Nigam, Ajmer have organized Jeevan Madhur Micro Bima Program in the villages of Pisangan & Masuda panchayat samiti. In the programme villagers were made aware about benefits and savings of Jeevan Madhur Micro Bima Program. All Governmental Schemes.